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Indaai halves paperwork, reduces leadtimes
and stockholding, with plans to grow by 50%
Indaai Technologies Pvt Ltd, based in Pune,
manufacture fluid lines, valves and pumping
systems. With customers in the power, oil,
gas and nuclear sectors, they need to provide
complete traceability and meet exacting
deadlines. They previously relied on a series
of disconnected spreadsheets and a paperbased system to control stock and work in
progress, which caused several problems.
There were bottlenecks in different
departments, with works orders often
duplicated due to no links or data exchanges
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Stock was reduced by 10% and
inaccuracies, previously commonplace,
were eradicated overnight. Said Milind;
“Previously it was very difficult to track what
materials we required, what was in stock
and what we needed to purchase. Since
implementing 123insight we’ve had no
stock shortages and we know what to order,
when to purchase and what it will cost - we
just have the right material available at the
right time.”
Milind believes that the core reasons for
123insight’s success is the interface; “The
system is very easy to use, with easy menu
structures. The financial dashboard gives
me key information on my company, which
is very important for me as the MD. My staff
find it very easy to operate, and since we
have moved from spreadsheets and paper
123insight has consolidated all our data into
one system, accessible from anywhere in
the business. Now we get real-time visibility
across all departments without duplication
of effort, which in turn has saved us time and
money. Overall staff spend around 40%
less time doing the same tasks as before.”
Paperwork saw the most drastic reduction,
with the amount generated dropping by at
least 50%, as sales acknowledgements,
purchases orders, despatch notes and
invoices could all be emailed in PDF format.
Once information (such as company or
product details) is entered the data is
carried across all departments and
processes, ensuring that data is correct and
not duplicated, and also minimises data
entry.
As a knock on benefit lead times were
improved on average by 10-20%, with
overall accuracy of deliveries greatly
improved. Forward planning, something
that was previously unavailable, now
occurs automatically. Milind commented;

“We’ve gone from no visibility to full visibility.
We plan much better now for sales,
purchasing and deliveries, with customers
much happier as a result.”
Milind cited 123insight’s support as ‘top
class’, with all questions answered quickly
and fully. Indaai also worked with 123insight
directly to enhance the existing search
capabilities; “123insight developed a
‘product characteristics’ function for us that
helps us for searches based on part
characteristics that are difficult to find by
part numbers. ”

“We’ve gone from no visibility
to full visibility. We plan much
better for sales, purchasing and
deliveries, with customers
much happier as a result.”
Indaai have also subscribed to
123insight’s CRM+ integrated solution.
They have ambitious plans for
2014/2015, setting a target of 50%
growth with no additional resources,
and this is as a direct result of the
implementation of 123insight. Finalised
Milind; “The system started paying for
itself immediately by minimising the
errors in BOM and stocks. Straight away
after going live we could see the return
on investment month after month. The
real savings came from reduction in
paperwork, reduction in stock
inaccuracies, stock reductions and,
most importantly, visibility. We have
already increased our product range
without adding resources, and we plan
to grow a further 50% - I am confident
that 123insight will help us achieve this.”
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